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Thank you to our tech talk sponsor!



A catalyst for creating a collaborative 
space and community where 

ideas ignite, businesses incubate, and 
people innovate. 
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Payments & Innovation
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Alternative Payments – non credit card payments like: AliPay, BitCoin, PayPal, Sofort, etc.

Artificial Intelligence – make decisions faster than any human, detect new trends, reduce false 
positives

Blockchain – a distributed ledger system for transactions where records are stored as blocks and 
cannot be altered

Internet of Things (IoT) – basically embedded computer devices enabling the transmission of data 
also called smart or connected devices like: connected homes, buy buttons, dash buttons 

Mobile Wallet – a way to carry “card” information without the need for physical media

Peer to Peer (P2P):

– BitCoin: a digital cryptocurrency, open source peer-to-peer transaction without the need for an 
intermediary, released in 2009. 1 Bitcoin ~ $1,735 leverages blockchain technology

– venmo: make and share payments, linked to a bank account or debit card, Founded in 2009

– WeChat:  social media app by Tencent , 889M active users mostly in China, Founded in 2011, 
average user spends 66 minutes per day on App
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The Buzz…



“Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. 
Involve me and I learn” – Benjamin Franklin

“The best way to predict the future is to create it” 
– Abraham Lincoln

Product

Company Image

Exposure & Adoption



Payments Pie will continue expanding:

 Credit/Debit are growing in adoption and cash is shrinking

 Developing economies bring rapid growth

 Consumer base spending continues to grow

Elo Innovation:

 Founded in 2011

 4 largest banks in Brazil, 

 Create their own product to meet unique local needs

 Needed a network partner and chose Discover

PayPal:

 Credit Card Partnerships

 Braintree 

 venmo

AMEX & Costco
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Innovation and Cooperation



Explaining The Why should be the easiest tool in your toolbox to help you excel in the space of 
payments and innovation.

“Start With Why” – Simon Sinek Video Clip on YouTube

Seriously Invest in your Culture if you want to be on a successful trajectory 8

Innovation and Why?

What do You do?

• Every company 
knows this answer

• Make widgets
• Code software
• Proof documents
• Invoice Customers

How do You do it?

• Many know this 
answer when asked

• Proprietary solution
• Value proposition

Why do You do it?

• Fewer know this 
answer

• Purpose
• Belief 
• Cause

Communication flow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPYeCltXpxw


Payments Pie will continue expanding:

 Credit/Debit are growing in adoption and cash is shrinking

 Developing economies bring rapid growth

 Consumer base spending continues to grow

Elo Innovation:

 Founded in 2011

 4 largest banks in Brazil, 

 Create their own product to meet unique local needs

 Needed a network partner and chose Discover

PayPal:

 Credit Card Partnerships

 Braintree 

 venmo

AMEX & Costco
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Innovation and Cooperation



Know your Core Objective: 

Excellent Customer Experience, 

Safe Simple Secure transactions

Pre-Arrival Focus Areas: 

Product quality, 

Consumer options,  

Pre-Engagement

Arrival / Engagement:

Minimal barriers, 

safe, simple, pleasant)

Experience (Empower Cast to make it right, courteous, 
conscientious, timely)

Know your Guests, anticipate their needs and have resources 
available

Backstage processes to support your products and services

Surprise your Guest/Customer- a little Wow factor during their 
experience
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Innovation and Interaction

Customer 
Experience

Why?

Employees

Backstage 
Processes

Know Your 
Customers

Pre-Arrival

Arrival / 
Product 
Delivery

“All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them.” 
– Walt Disney
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Digital Transformation Journey
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Illinois Blockchain Initiative

Illinois Department of Commerce
And Economic Opportunity

Illinois Department of 
Innovation and Technology

Illinois Department of Financial
and Professional Regulation

Illinois Pollution
Control Board

Illinois Department
of Insurance

Cook County
Recorder of Deeds
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Effective governance in a distributed economy 
will require legislative agility beyond what rules 

and regulations can provide. Modern governance 
will need to carefully balance a combination of 

broad policy principles, technology standards and 
“code”.

A “hyper connected” government enables 
unprecedented transparency, and efficiency, where 

services are tailored to individual’s needs. Blockchain 
and DLT will be used to connect disparate entities within 
and across regional, municipal, and state entities around 

citizens, businesses and assets. 

Although, the long-term benefits of Blockchain 
for industries, the economy and society are clear, 

Blockchain and DLT is still very much a nascent 
technology. Governments can play an important 
role in catalyzing its development by supporting 

grassroots innovation.

Insights - Government’s Role

Modernizing Governance for a 
Distributed Economy

Developing an Ecosystem
For Growth and Collaboration

Integrating Services for a Highly 
Efficient Government

© 2017 Illinois Blockchain Initiative



Insights - Integrating Government

Unified Identity Associated Attributes Assets & Registries

Public addresses on a Blockchain can be used to form the 
basis of a unified citizen ID (master identifier) across 
multiple departments and systems. The Blockchain could 
be used as a new type of master data management 
system, maintaining a single source of truth for 
government.

Identity attributes (e.g. credentials or licenses leveraged 
by a specific agency or department) can be granted using 
sub addresses, supplementing a unified ID. Master and 
sub identifiers can be leveraged by multiple departments 
within a state government. Each department can append 
attributes to a citizen’s.

Maintaining various registries, many of which are public, 
related to things like asset and property ownership (e.g. 
real property, vehicles, fire arms) and professional 
credentialing (e.g. medical and legal services licensing) 
becomes an effort in managing identities, ownerships and 
attributes centered around the citizen.

© 2017 Illinois Blockchain Initiative



The Illinois Approach

Integrating Government
Stand up “sandbox” and proof-of-concepts that 
demonstrate value and solve pain points.

Work with industries to develop utility  services 
supporting smarter, efficient markets.  

Use success of pilots to lay groundwork for solid 
foundation and long-term roadmap.

Developing an Ecosystem
Seed long-term innovation through centers of 
excellence, incubators and hackathons.

Host educational workshops and conferences to 
develop continuous knowledge-sharing.

Develop environment where enterprises, startups and 
academia are encouraged to collaborate.

Governing Distributed Ledgers
Dedicate early resources to formulating supportive 
regulatory environment.

Facilitate industry standards and interoperability to 
harness network effects, minimizing duplication.

Participate in industry solution development to 
leverage DLT’s benefits for efficient compliance.

© 2017 Illinois Blockchain Initiative



LLC’s and other 
Business Licensing

Medication Adherence and 
Reaction Avoidance

Electronic Healthcare 
Records

Employment 
Verification

Academic Credentials

Healthcare 
Providers Registration and 

Reimbursement

Property 
Deeds

Flood and other 
Insurance

Personal and Professional
Licensing

Student 
Records

Birth Certificates  

Tickets, Fines, Citations, 
Tools Payment and  

Processing

Education and Professional 
Recertification's

Tax Processing and 
Payment

Expense 
Reimbursement

Digital Drivers 
License

FOID and Conceal Carry Card 
issuance, validation and 

management

Potential Use Cases in Government

CMS Federal 
Reimbursement

Event Ticketing 
Systems

Payments and 
ACH Settlement 

Transfer of currency, stock, 
private equity, bonds, 

derivatives…

Proof of 
Insurance

Private Records – Digital 
Signatures, Wills, Trusts

Birth Certificates  

© 2017 Illinois Blockchain Initiative



Integrating Government: Pilots

Academic Credentialing

Partnering with the University of 
Illinois to issue academic 
credentials and transcripts on a 
distributed ledger. Initial MVP 
focuses on credential 
verification process, with the 
eventual goal of recording the 
full transcript of all in-state 
institutions on a distributed 
ledger.

Health Provider Registries

Healthcare payers spend over 
$2.1b a year reconciling a few 
discrete health provider data 
issues by CMS, DEA and state 
boards. Provider data, starting 
with the state licensing board 
would be entered onto a 
distributed ledger acting as a 
single source of truth dataset for 
providers and payers.

Energy Credit Marketplace

Energy producers are issued credits 
when producing “green” energy. 
Pilot program would include 
standing up a marketplace where 
REC could be traded, and granularly 
divisible. Potential to improve 
traceability and liquidity for 
renewable energy, providing better 
“green” energy  policy outcomes.

Vital Records

Vital records such as birth events 
to be placed on a distributed 
ledger. Birth records allow the 
state to issue a digital identity tied 
to a person’s birth that could be 
managed on a distributed identity 
ledger, adding attributes to it as 
they interact with different 
agencies throughout their 
lifetime.

Property Deed Recording

Cook County Recorder of Deeds 
will be the first land titling office 
in the US to record property 
transfer on the Blockchain. The 
goal is to expand the scope of 
the program, the extensibility of 
the solution while also providing 
the solution to other Illinois 
county recorders.

© 2017 Illinois Blockchain Initiative



Progress to Date

White Paper
to be Released

2016

Illinois Blockchain
Initiative Launched

Chicago Blockchain 
Center Opens

Digital Currency 
Regulatory Guidance

RFI Public Sector Blockchain
Applications

Advisory Committee to 
be Formed

Proof-of-Concepts
Launched

Blockchain
Hackathon

2018

2017

R3 Partnership 
Executed

© 2017 Illinois Blockchain Initiative



Summary
• The Blockchain technology segment is emerging 

• Illinois has published regulatory guidance as well as a 
request for information regarding the usage of 
Blockchain and distributed ledger technology in the 
public sector

• Illinois is planting some seeds and embarking on a 
series of proof of concepts in 2017 with several use 
cases in an attempt to prove out the technology

• Illinois is committed to being advocates supporting the 
development of Blockchain and distributed ledger 
technology as a basis to improve the delivery of 
government services © 2017 Illinois Blockchain Initiative



Illinois Blockchain Initiative
Cab Morris, Jennifer O’Rourke, Mike Wons 
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Q + A



Thank You!
www.innovatespringfield.org

innovate springfield
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